Memorandum for the use of the ECD

In January 2018, EFTCO changed the name of the Cleaning Document `ECD` from “European Cleaning Document” to “EFTCO Cleaning Document”.

2018 was pronounce as transition period for the simultaneous use of the old “European Cleaning Document” and the new “EFTCO Cleaning Document”.

As not all the formulas of the “European Cleaning Documents” will be used by 2018 December 31st,

EFTCO declare hereby, that the use of European Cleaning Document is allowed and remain valid cleaning documents after 1st January 2019 equal with the “EFTCO Cleaning Document”.

Remainders of stock of European Cleaning Document are allowed to be used.

This will guarantee environmental friendly use of our resources and will avoid expensive paper document elimination.

EFTCO was founded with the main aim to organize tank cleaning in safe and environmental responsible way all over Europe. Today, EFTCO represents 19 national associations covering 24 European countries and able to achieve a network of 570 cleaning stations.

EFTCO is a 'non-profit' association committed to reliable, trustworthy and environmental friendly services of its members.
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For more information www.eftco.org